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Save Our Mother Earth
The town was devoured by water. The mountain was collapsed by an
earthquake.
There were at least one thousand people losing their sweet home by a typhoon. All
of this happened in our surroundings as long as we turn on the television. What
caused our environment to sob? What can we do to help our Mother Earth?
Initially, our environment changed after we human kind invited a lot of devices
to make our life much more convenient. As a result, we didn’t pay attention to the
sirens our environment tried to tell us; instead, we just forget ourselves in our happy
and wonderful heaven!
Hopefully, there are more and more people aware of the difference and changes
around us. Besides, they know how important our environment is and how precious
our earth is! They have no hesitancy in doing whatever they can to protect our
environment! And there are some protections I want to share.
First, we should reduce every kind of resources! For example, even though our
homeland has plentiful water during rain season, residents in Taiwan just can get one
third of the world average usage of water. It sounds incredible because most of the
rain goes into the ocean for the sake of our geography. As a consequence, whenever
we use water, we should turn it off tightly after using it! And we can restore rain to
pour our plants to quench their thirst. Most of all, we can reuse water for different
kinds of conditions!
Second, we should recycle everything form environment! By doing so, we can
make our environment much more clean and we can earn some money! For example,
when I was an elementary student, my mom advised me to recycle some bottles and
took them to convenient stores for money! Although the money is not much, I learn
some wonderful experience from my “part-time job”. I know how to categorize
bottles, glass, and cartons! I understand it is a bad habit that you throw your garbage
on the streets! And it is really a big pleasure buying sweets by your won money.
Third, we should reuse all resources around us! For instance, we can restore the
water which we use to wash hands to mop the floor, to water plants, and to flush the
toilets. I strongly suggest we should do that because I tried this method before, and it
not only saved my money to pay for the bills but also helped the environment!
Finally, even though our environment is not as beautiful as it was before, I
believe that as long as we make up our mind and it is never too late to make our
environment beautiful again. Just take action from now on! And our Mother Earth

will smile again, so do our environment!

